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1. You are counseling a hematology practice about genetic analysis in large granular lymphocyte (LGL) leukemia. According
to the paired exome and transcriptome study of T-cell LGL leukemia by Cheon and colleagues, which of the following state-
ments about nonsynonymous somatic variants in LGL leukemia exomes, potential differences of these mutational profiles
across LGL leukemia subtypes (T-LGL, where cells express ab T-cell receptor [TCR], and GD-LGL, where cells express
TCRgd), and potential associations of mutational groups with clinical features is correct?

w STAT3, KMT2D, and PIK3R1were mutated only in T subtypes and not in GD subtypes

w Hotspot mutations were detected in KMT2D and TET2 and truncating mutations in STAT3, PIK3R1, and FAS

w The most common Y640F STAT3 mutation was associated with lower absolute neutrophil count values and the N647I
mutation with lower hemoglobin values

w Gene expression analysis revealed decreased interferon (IFN)-g signaling and enrichment of PI3K-Akt signaling for patients
with pSTAT3mutations

2. According to the paired exome and transcriptome study of LGL leukemia by Cheon and colleagues, which of the following
statements about shared and unique molecular characteristics of T-LGL and GD-LGL leukemia subtypes based on putative
driver genes and the transcriptomic and somatic mutational landscape of STAT3 mutations compared with wild type (WT)
to identify their distinct molecular signatures and STAT3mutation–specific clinical associations is correct?

w Recurrently mutated putative drivers did not include ARHGAP25 or ABCC9

w High-confidence loss-of-function mutations occurred across the coding region of KMT2D, the secondmost frequently mutated
driver gene

w The top 10 differentially expressed genes with higher expression in the STAT3-mutated group included PDGFRB but not JAK3

w Aberrant expression of myeloid-lineage-specific genes included PGC and FGFR2 for STAT3 mutants and ZBTB46, C1QB, and
C1QC for STAT3WT

3. According to the paired exome and transcriptome study of LGL leukemia by Cheon and colleagues, which of the following
statements about clinical implications of mutations and clinical features associatedwith LGL leukemia is correct?

w Nearly all patients with LGL had notable recurrent somatic mutations in the exonic regions

w Transcriptome findings were similar in STAT3-mutant andWT leukemic samples

w Novel mutations in the coiled-coil domain of STAT3 are not activating and do not need to be included in any subgroup analysis

w Clinical and molecular heterogeneity of LGL leukemia suggests potential targets to improve therapeutic outcomes
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